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Objective:

●Principal of an LED

●Understanding of electrical resistance

●Guidelines for applying LED's

●Types of LED's available
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Principal of an LED:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo6JI_bzUzo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo6JI_bzUzo
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Principal of an LED:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo6JI_bzUzo

●Goal is to not let the smoke out!

●In 1962, Nick Holonyak, Jr. (the “Father of the Light-Emitting 

Diode”) invented the first LED that produced visible, red light while 

working at General Electric

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yo6JI_bzUzo
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Resistance:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfcgA1axPLo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfcgA1axPLo
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Recommendations:

●Use either a 9 volt battery of a 12 volt DC power supply for 

powering your LED's.
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Recommendations:

●For resistors use only 1000 ohm or larger resistors with a ¼ watt 

power rating in series with the LED.

●In electronics, abbreviations are used:

–K comes from the Greek word kilo which means a thousand. Thus 
a 1000 ohm resistor is the same as a 1K resistor.

–The Greeks would likewise show million as M, short for Mega.
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Reasons for the recommendations:

●Using a 9 or 12 volt dc power supply with a 1000 ohm series 

resistor insures the LED will never pass more than .01 amperes (or 

10 milliamps). This is a safe current for virtually any LED!

●Modern LED's have become very efficient and for model 

railroading purposes you will normally use a series resistance 

higher than 1000 ohms.

●Some LED assemblies require 12 volts dc.  
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An assortment of  resistors is handy for 

determining the resistance needed for an 

application . Put all the resistors less than 1000 

ohms in a separate location! (Maybe in the trash!)
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Recommendations:

●Purchase warm white prewired 0402 LED's.

–04 equals .040 inches

–02 equals .020 inches

●Use tints to color the LED's as needed.

●Purchased LED colors are never the same and 

we don't want all the LED's on our railroad to look 

the same.
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●LED colors:

–Tamiya Clear color paint

–Canopy glue
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●Optional accessories:

–LED Tester

●Generic

●Ngineering
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●Types of LED's
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●Questions?

●Links for products
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